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EDWARD BRATHWAITE 

Life and work 

Edward Kamau Brathwaite was born on the eastern Caribbean 
island of Barbados in 1930. The physical and social reality of 
this island colony, English-speaking, benign, caught between 
anglophile lassitude and nationalistic petulance, seems to have 
made a deep impression on his imagination, and is evoked in his 
Mother Poem (1977), a hymn to his place of birth. Here, as 
everywhere in his writing, we notice a tendency to see the 
character of a people, its peculiar traits and temperament, as the 
result of the impact of landscape, social and physical, on the 
human mind. Character, in a word, is history: a not surprising 
view for someone with Brathwaite's professional background. 
After a local secondary education, he proceeded to Pembroke 
College, Cambridge, where he read History. He then embarked 
on a teaching career which took him in the first instance to 
Ghana, where he arrived shortly before national independence 
in 1955 and remained for seven years, working principally in 
the remote Volta Region, but also travelling extensively up
country and developing an informed sense of the history and 
customs of the various Ghanaian peoples, but more especially 
of the Akan, the predominant ethnic element. Professionally, 
his systematic historical research, however, appears to have 
taken him into the more immediate pastures of Caribbean 
history, so that, on leaving Ghana, he registered as a research 
student at the University of Sussex, where, under the enlighten
ed, inter-disciplinary regime of the School of Graduate Studies, 
he completed a doctoral thesis which later became the basis for 
his seminal work The Development of Creole Society in Jamaica , 
1770-1820. He was appointed to a Lectureship at the University 
of the West Indies' campus at Mona, Jamaica, where he now 
lives and teaches. Edward Brathwaite is a much travelled man, 
since, apart from his British and Ghanaian experiences, he has 
also spent some time in America, Europe and other parts of 
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Africa, notably in Kenya, where he adopted his second name 
of Kainau, bequeathed on him by the mother of the novelist 
Ngugi wa Thiong'o. 

Not only has Brathwaite published to date seven volumes of 
verse (see Select reading list), he is also considerably more willing 
to give public readings of his work than are most practitioners 
of what is, in the eyes of many, a rigorously private craft. Apart 
from recording the whole of the Arrivants trilogy, he also gives 
informal readings of his poetry wherever he goes, always in that 
richly modulated but modestly controlled manner which so en
hances its effect. This willingness and dexterity call attention to 
perhaps the most salient quality of Brathwaite's work: its funda
mental orality. He possesses an acute ear for the nuances of 
speech and dialect, and much of his most expressive work is in 
effect a mimicking of speech patterns. Thus, throughout the 
trilogy, the changing historical circumstances of the ethnic 
groups he is describing are evoked through an oral imitation 
of the various kinds of language they have come to use, from 
African vernaculars through to Caribbean pidgins and creoles, 
American slang and the charged spoken poetry of the con
temporary Rastafarians. 

Critical view on 

MASKS 

The Trilogy 

Masks constitutes the second part of the long epic t rilogy The 
Arrivants, originally published by Edward Brathwaite in three 
separate volumes over a three-year period between 1967 and 
1969, and eventually issued as a single entity in 1973. 

No consideration of Masks itself can do it full justice without 
tracing, at the outset, its place in the total informing pattern of 
the trilogy as a whole. The other parts, or more properly phases, 
are Rights of Passage (1967) and Islands (1969), and though 
each of these is constructed in such a way as to be thematically 
self-sufficient each also gains from a complementary reading of 
the other two' parts. Together, these poems represent the ambi
tious undertaking of an imaginary re-enactment of the migra
tions of the black peoples over a thousand-year span of human 
history, that is between the collapse of the great medieval 
empires in the Western Sudan in appro,c.imately the eleventh . 
century right up until the present day. Through them Brathwaite, 
a historian by training, both forges a personal vision of the 
phenomenon of the black diaspora and embarks on a private 
quest as to the problem of his own individual identity. Part 
chronicle, part confession, part prayer, the trilogy contains 
within itself an extraordinary collision of influences. When 
turning to look at the precise structure of Masks, it is there-
fore instructive to recall the wealth of assimilated reading and 
experience which helped shape the conception. 

In many ways Masks is the most distinctive of the phases 
of the trilogy - it is the only one to be set predominantly in 
Africa, for instance, and the only place in the epic where 
Brathwaite has recourse to linguistic elements completely alien 
to English - but nevertheless by implication it looks both 
backwards and forwards, and grapples with questions which 
are central to the underlying debate on which the trilogy rests. 
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The first thing any reader of Mas/is is likely to notice is its 
fantastic historical breadth. We begin in the Sahara desert with 
'this/ bright, this/ white plaque/ of heaven'; we then proceed 
through references to Chaka, the great nineteenth-century 
Zulu champion, medieval Tirnbuctu, the slave trade, until by 
Movement IV1 we find the poet himself arriving at the modern 
port of Takoradi, which itself was not built until the 1920s. 
Such geographical and chronological eclecticism is apt to pro
duce a (probably intentional) dizzying effect a need to find 
oneself in place and time, which in itself ech~es the poet's 
own personal need for orientation. 

Though the terms of reference of Masks, together with the 
other sections of The Arrivants, are wide, they are at least con
stant throughout the trilogy. PhysicaHy, its world is bounded 
by the confines of the old triangular trade routes established 
by eighteenth-century commercialism, the period which saw 
slavery at its height; that is to say it moves between the fixed 
points of the West coast of Africa, more particularly of what 
used to be known as the Gold Coast, the New World in the 
shape of the Caribbean and the Americas, and the commercial 
centres of Europe. In this respect Masks is unique in that it 
chooses to fasten on one corner of this triangle, the African 
seaboard and its hinterland, and to see the other movements 
'.15 being largely implicit in it. Thus in Movement IV the poet 
1s seen as arriving by ship, and, though as a matter of fact 
the point of his embarkation might well have been Liverpool 
l L"k ·t ' 

l e Is companion poems, Masks possesses a highly organized and com-
~lex 6:mcture. A brief glance at the text will establish ii. to be divided 
mto six longish sections, though the correct term might possibly be 
'm~ven.ients'. Brathwai~e hitn.5elf has explored the musical metaphor 
~ applied to the analysis of literature (as in his closely argued article 
Jazz and the 'Yest Indian_ Novel' in Bim, No. 45, 1967), and it thus 

seems appropnate to use 1t here, especially since musical categories 
are so obviously relevant to tile understanding of Masks. These move• 
ments are in turn sub-divided into sections and occasionally sub-sections 
the fi:rst i_dentified by R-0man, the second by Arabic numerals. Since ' 
Masks exists m more than one edition, I have preferred, in identifying 
pa~ages, to re_fer to these divisions rather than to the page numbers 
which vary. Lme numbers are employed only where strictly necessary. 
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the poetic implication is that be has come on a quest from 
the frontiers of the New World. Indeed The Arriuants itself 
is sub-titled 'A New World Trilogy', and it is to this point of 
origin that it constantly refers. 

Specifically, the movements within Masks are firstly nomadic, 
which is to say that there is a constant visualization of a migra
tion down from the desert through forest and savannah to the 
sea, and secondly historical, meaning that there is a movement 
forward in time from the eleventh century AD to the present 
day. These chronological fixed points are also constant through
out the trilogy as a whole, for the perfectly sound reason that 
they represent the finite ends of recorded Afro-Caribbean his
tory. Before the tenth century much is speculation, and most 
of what we do know owes more to the archaeologist than to 
the historian, but we are in a position to observe, from about 
the tenth century of the Christian era, the collapse of that great 
procession of Sahelian empires mentioned by the poet at the 
very beginning of Masks: 'Songhai, Mali/Chad, Ghana'. There 
is also a strong likelihood that this disruption in the political 
organization of the Western Sudan, caused partly by the pres
sure of Islam to the North, was responsible for the setting up 
of that path of migration from the desert to the forest already 
mentioned, and that this in its turn led to the setting up of 
the later forest kingdoms of the West African coast, such as 
Yorubaland and the magnificent empire of Ashanti, which is 
seen in Masks as the endpoint of the poet's quest. 

As we will see, the theme of quest is one of the strongest 
strands in the poem, and we must first answer the question of 
its origin: what is the poet seeking throughout the poem, and 
why is he seeking it? Once again, the answer lies buried in the 
remaining parts of the trilogy. In the opening sequence, Rights 
of Passage, Brathwaite evokes, with acrobatic agility, the move
ments of the black peoples as, dispossessed of their African 
homeland, they try to find a footing in the New World and 
beyond. This quest - a communal one - finds expression in 
the number of parts which the negro is forced into adopting, 
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a series of false, misleading 'masks' from knock-about adven• 
turer, down-and-out vagrant, sleep-around sexual athlete, to the 
ubiquitous stay-at-home Uncle Tom. The inevitable result of 
the adoption of these miscellaneous poses is ashes and dis
appointment , a disillusioned return to the point of original 
enslavement, in the poet's case the islands of the Caribbean, 
and the recognition that, in his words, 'there is no turning back'. 

The conclusion of Rights of Passage is perhaps a warning 
issued by the poet to himself, because in Masks it is precisely 
backwards that he turns in an attempt to reconstruct his indi
vidual history through a re-enactment of the scenario of his 
race's subjugation. In so doing he retraces the steps of his 
ancestors in their nomadic movement to the sea, where they en
countered the European slave-traders. This establishes the essen• 
tial structural feature of Masks which is a contrary, but mutually 
dependent, two-way movement, since, as the poet moves up
wards from the coast in search of the village of his symbolic 
origin, his own ancestors move downwards through the forest 
to meet him, their paths crossing at several imagined points 
of intersection. More will be said about this later, but the essen
tial fact is that this encounter convinces the poet that his des
tined path lies back to the West Indies, where he must attempt 
to forge his personality anew. In Islands he obeys this call by 
returning to the Barbados of his childhood, which he lovingly 
recreates through a series of vivid flashbacks. His earlier sense 
of shame at his race's failure is thus revoked and subsumed 
under a reinvigorated determination to redeem this suffering 
by the deployment of language, and more especially poetry, 
as a means of dear-sighted protest. 

Within this overall pattern, Masks is almost exclusively con• 
cerned with one phase or movement: the return to Africa and 
its immediate consequences. It is a return motivated by a desire 
to investigate the legacy of the past; hence the sequence alter
nates between two periods which are realized with equal imme
diacy: the extreme past and, on the other hand, the present day. 
The contrast between these is disguised by the fact that these-
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quence is nowhere strictly chronological but operates through 
a series of jumps or flashes both forwards and backwards and 
by the no less radical fact that the two periods are not identi
fied as they might be in a prose narrative, by a deployment 
of t~nse. The past tense is rarely used. Though unnerving at 
first this almost exclusive reliance on the present tense is 
positive in two respects: firstly it serves to highlight t~e imme
diacy of past events, which are not seen as ~bsolutely_ irrevo
cable but subject to a constantly updated dialogue With the 
present, and, secondly, it manages to give the impression of the 
personality of the poet actually travelling through the past 
in the company of those historical personalities envisaged as 
active in it. Hence in the opening 'Prelude' we have this: 

Gong-gongs 
throw pebbles in the rout
ed pools of silence: news 
of ripples reach the awakened Zu
lus: Chaka tastes 
the salt blood of the bitter 
Congo and all Africa 
is one, is whole, nim-
tree shaded in Ghana, 
in Chad, Mali, 
the shores of the cooling kingdoms. 

Part of the poet's preliminary invocation or prayer, this ~tanza 
or verse paragraph achieves the seemingly impossible by mvok
ing the presence of a nineteenth-century chieftain, ~he ?osts 
of medieval Mali, and t,he 'gong-gongs' used as rallymg ms~u
ments in Ghana to this day: all in one breath. The reason 1s 
that, though not factually co-existent, each of these is present 
in the mind of the poet as his imagination is stirred by the 
events of the past. Much the same technique is used through
out the poem in order to revitalize the relevance of past events, 
and to assess their impact on the present. . 

Though not differentiated by tense, the past and ~resent ~n 
the poem are largely delineated by another grammatical dev1ce. 
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Whereas events in the past are normally related through a 
plural voice, usually in the first person (the reiterated 'we' 
of the poem), events in the present are invariably signposted 
by use of the first person singular, in other words by the poet's 
own individual voice. Hence on the one hand we have: 

Like walls the forest stops us (III,I) 

and on the other: 

I tossed my net 
but the net caught 
no fish. (IV,I, 2) 

Though not invariable, this deliberate use of person and number 
to identify time calls attention to the double focus in the poem. 
On the one hand the historical events described are part of the 
heritage of the entire race which has endured them collectively; 
on the other the poet's own journey of rediscovery is motivated 
by a very private sense of unease which he throughout attempts,_ 
with limited success, to sink into the communal consciousness. 
Indeed, as the poem progresses, the tendency is for the first per• 
son singular to become the dominant mode, and, to the extent 
that it does so, this marks the relative failure of the quest that 
the individual personality of the poet has undertaken. The story 
of that quest, and the attempted fusion with the racial memory 
that it involves, is part and parcel of the poem's thematic struc
ture, which we must now examine. 

Migration 

Brathwaite is on record as stating that he regards the endemic 
rootlessness of the New World negro as being an ultimate legacy 
of the persistent migrations of the African peoples in their origi
nal homeland. The paths of many of these migrations have been 
traced by historians, many of whom believe that the cradle of 
the civilizations of West Africa is to be located in none other 
than ancient Egypt, with the centralized kingship of which 
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there are many parallels. It is upon this thesis that Brathwaite 
constructs the historical scenario of his poem. The movement 
across the continent from Nubia to the Sahara and thence to 
the Atlantic seaboard so graphically described was, of course, 
only typical of certain African peoples over a finite period of 
human history. Moreover, while in his 'Prelude• the poet seems 
to imply that he is dealing with the formation and subsequent 
dissolution of all the old Sahelian empires - 'Songhai, Mali, 
Chad, Ghana', as a matter of fact he chooses to concentrate for 
the substance of the poem on the last of these, the old kingdom 
of Ghana which is believed to have flourished on the edges of 
the desert from about the eighth to the eleventh centuries AD. 
At the height of its power its splendours were extolled by seve• 
ral visiting Arabic chroniclers: nor is it any coincidence that 
this empire shares the name of the modem Republic of Ghana, 
since there is much evidence to suppose that the culture of the 
Akan people (among whom the Ashanti are numbered) owes 
much to earlier survivals. Indeed a harking back to the glories 
of old Ghana was an integral part of the informing ideology 
of the nationalist movement in the Gold Coast during the 
build-up to independence, when intellectual leaders such as the 
late Dr Danquah were anxious to stress that the Akan peoples 
which today predominate in the Southern and Central areas of 
the country represent offshoots of the old Ghanaian imperial 
legacy transplanted to the forest zone after the displacement 
caused by the earlier disintegration and consequent migration 
southwards. It is this hypothesis which forms the speculative 
basis for Brathwaite's work. 

After the opening 'Prelude' and 'Libation', the poet calls the 
people together to bear witness to his narrative ('Mmenson' , 
ll,I), after which he takes upon himself the role of communal 
historian or griot.1 In this guise he is able to relay to us the 
exact course of the migration itself, beginning, albeit briefly, 
with a glimmering memory of the establishment of ancient 
1Grioi"s - poet-historians of the Wolof peoples of Senegambia, who are 

entrusted with the transmission of folklore and oral memory. 
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Ethiopia, the presumed starting point. Soon the people set 
off on their peregrination, eventually circling the fringes of 
the Sahara in search for a place to settle and re-establish the 
old patterns of domestic peace, their abject harried appearance 
perfectly described: 

They come riding, porcupine driving 
our errors before them; too soft, 
too blandished, too ready for peace and for terror. 

('Ougadougou') 

The settlements of Ougadougou and Timbuctu, however, are 
only seen as temporary resting places, whose brilliant but tran
sient glories soon 'return again to whispers, dust', and, though 
the migrants hover questingly around the shores of Lake Chad 
'the soul/of this world', they are finally driven on to the out
skirts of the forest in their search for virgin terrain. This en
closed world, hemmed in trees and shadow, is new and myste
rious, and the first shock of encounter with an environment 
so utterly alien to everything experienced before is perfectly 
conjured up in the section called 'The Forest'. As the old desert 
certainties dissolve, new patterns of perception emerge: 

The jewelled sun 
has splintered 
on these leaves. 

The moon-
light rusts. 

Gradually accustoming themselves to these new conditions, the 
people make their way through the Brong settlements ·of Techi
man and Peki, barely disturbing the Akitn towns of Kofuridua 
and Krachi, hurrying on unwittingly towards the sea. Here, 
suddenly, as unexpectedly as it came, the forest mysteriously 
gives way to an open plateau from which the coastal plains are 
clearly visible. Once a.gain the agrarian arts of an agricultural 
people become relevant and timely: 'Hands on the hoe/ knew 
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new grasses:/ nkyekyere and lemon.' And here at last is the 
legendary sea, experienced as what it must have seemed like, 
a great shoreless river: 'the growler, wet breather,/ life giver, 
whJte curly smoker'. But the harshness of their recent expe
rience, which has amply taught the people the science of mere 
survival, has not prepared them for this, t he sheer unbridgeable 
vastness of the ocean. Assuming the waves to be just another 
obstacle in their path, they are seen as stretching out their 
hands, beseeching the gods for waftage, little guessing that any 
passage beyond this point will be achieved at the cost of their 
own enslavement: 

'O new world of want, who will build the new ways, 
the new ships?' 

This question is immediately answered in the title of the very 
next movement, as the poet himself, the distant child of their 
enslavement, returns on his personal pilgrimage of rediscovery. 

Quest 

At the beginning of Movement IV the poet is seen as returning 
to the scene of his people's humiliation hot on the path of per• 
sonal discovery. Unlike his ancestors' earlier migration to the 
sea, however, the poet's journey is not motivated by material 
necessity, but by the pressure of an overwhelming question. He 
has come wishing to plumb the depths of history in order to 
ascertain, firstly, the place of his own personal origin, and, 
secondly, the reason for his exile, the factors which forced his 
ancestors to sell themselves into slavery in so ignoble a fashion. 
Both issues are broached immediately after his arrival, during 
the long section 'The New Ships'. Greeted by the Ghanaian 
people with customary hospitality, he is soon confronted with 
the self-evident question, 'do/ you remember?' The answer to 
this enquiry is a complete mental blank, since introspection 
alone is not likely to provide an answer to a question whose 
solution lies, if anywhere, in painstaking empirical research. 
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The bewtlderment caused by his realization of helplessness, how• 
ever, causes a vividly evoked moment of personal crisis, the- re
percussions of which are felt throughout the rest of the poem: 

I travelled to a distant town 
I could not find my mother 
I could not find my father 
I could not hear the drum 

Whose ancestor am I? 

Notice the phraseology here. The poet is not asking 'whose 
grandchild or successor am I', but 'whose ancestor?', since he 
sees himself as being part of a complete reciprocal process of 
involvement which takes in all the generations. His own con
fusion is part and parcel of the perplexity of his own people 
in the face of irresistible circumstantial odds, which are appro
priately described in the next sub-section. 

Here the perspective changes slightly, as the poet's private 
indictment of his ancestors for their failure of loyalty in the 
past is subsumed into a warning issued by a mythical person
ality called 'Akyere'. In his glossary Brathwaite identifies this 
as a 'Fante female name, suggesting revelation and also vin
dication'. Poetically Brathwaite appears to have assumed this 
name as a masking device in order to distance his own personal 
sense of outrage at what he is tempted at the outset to see, pure
ly and simply, as his ancestor's betrayal both of their race and 
of himself. No actual legend of Akyere exists, but it is appro
priate to note here that Akan folklore is replete with references 
to a young girl called Anowa, who, in the days immediately 
before the encounter with the foreign slave traders, foretold the 
humiliation of her people at their hands in a flash of precocious 
insight. Something of the power of this particular myth seems 
to have informed the poet's imagination as he reiterates Akyere's 
anticipation of the new threat: 
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In their watery eyes 
I see dangers. 

Hooks jerk 
in their smiles, 
lurking capture; 

But, lured by promises of profit, the people succumb. 
It is here, and in the eponymous section which follows, 

'Masks', that we have, if anywhere, the dead centre of the poem, 
the point of maximum bewilderment and yearning. The selling 
out of the ancestors to foreign interests is the point at which 
the poet and his people are jointly ruined, and at which, para
doxically, communication between them becomes almost 
impossible. In this moment of crisis there is nothing for it but 
for both of them to turn to the gods of the tribe in a moment 
of supplication, requesting direction and forgiveness. It is there
fore true to say that the 1we1 of the section 'Masks' represents 
not, as in earlier sequences, the ancestors in their historical role 
as opposed to the private suffering of the poet, but rather both 
of them in their shared dislocation. At this juncture the poet 
chooses to recapture the already evoked sense of rootlessness 
experienced during the years of the people's forest wanderings, 
but to turn it this time to the service of a symbolic vision of 
the plight of the whole African people as they wander direction~ 
less through the mazes of history: 

And we walk, 
hope mock-
ing the path
way, through the 
dead leaves 
of elders, 
their dark eyes 
of strangers di
vided by pain 
as by distance. 

The problems intimated here will never be solved without tempt
ing destiny, and deliberately and courageously facing the ordeals 
of history. Thus the poet moves on from Takoradi, the point of 
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his disembarkation, to Elmina, the old Portuguese slaving fort 
built on the coast about forty miles to the east, later ceded to 
the Dutch. Here the poet visits the slaving dungeons and expe
riences vicariously the pain and tribulation of his ancestors at 
the moment of their undoing. As the veils of memory lift, his
tory unwinds so as to reveal the course of events in reverse. The 
dungeon 'unbars'. Before bis very eyes Elmina disappears, 'the 
castle col1apses in cloud', and the poet embarks on a systematic 
retracing of his ancestor's steps up the Akuapim ndge towards, 
again, Koforidua where 'goats doze in the road-/way: des-/troy• 
ing the years'. Once again the scenario of the poem approaches 
the margin of the forest as the poet braces himself for the in• 
evitable encounter with his ancestors as they edge their way 
through the undergrowth towards him. 

Encounter 

The meeting finally occurs across the banks of the river Pra, 
furthermost limit of the kingdom of Ashanti, the poet's destina
tion. As he stares across the water, the poet discerns a shadowy 
figure on the other side, and asks one further question: 
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You there on the other 
bank, walking away 
down the slope, 

can you hear 
can you hear me? 
Cool river water 

can you soothe 
the wind's salt 
scorching my eye, 

blue finger of water, 
heat's solace? 

At this juncture the poet is still holding the shades of his 
ancestors responsible for the recreated pain he is suffering, 
'eat-l ing time like a mud-/fish'. The landscape is described as if 
it too were an agent of pain; even the leaves perpetrate a 
'betrayal of silence'. But he is looking to the wrong source 
for comfort: the river cannot cool him, though be calls to it : 
·asuo meresen, asuo meresen' ('river, I am passing'). His quest 
carries him ineluctably on to the inner citadel of Ashanti itself. 

It is significant that the poet should see Ashant~ and more 
particularly the capital city of Kumasi, as the object of his 
mission. After all, his enquiry concerns the reasons for his 
people's drastic loss of power and nerve at one particular 
moment in history, and it was Ashanti that represented most 
impressively that power at its height. Much of the fifth section 
is a recreation of the lost imperial glory of one of the most con· 
solidated and organized of the forest empires of West Africa. 

In evoking the enstoolment dance of Osai Tutu, the first 
of the Asantehenes or Kings (in the poem 'Tutu'), or describ
ing the myth in which Anokye the chief priest brought down 
the golden stool, receptacle of the 'kra' or soul of the nation 
from heaven, Brathwaite is giving us a vivid impression of that 
imperial might at its zenith, before going on to pose the ques
tion of its decay. This he does in the section 'The Golden Stool' 
at V, IV, where, after the traditional obsequies, he poses the 
problem in proverbial form: 

When the worm's knife cuts 
the throat of a tree, what will happen? 

It will die 

When a cancer has eaten the guts 
of a man, what will sure happen? 

This direct encounter with the 'Chiefs and people of the Asante• 
hene' provokes an admission of failure suggestive of a final 
answer to this particular problem. The people admit that they 
'cannot collect tribute', that is keep the various clans and sub-
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groups of the nation together, 'because we do not believe in it', 
and because each of them remains behind stockades impervious 
to appeals to their wider responsibility to the maintenance of 
the empire. There is also an implication of greed in their com
paring themselves to 'fighting cocks hungry for corn'. The 
people, in other words, have been destroyed by their own indi
viduality and lack of social cohesion, the nation which they are 
accused of betraying no longer existing since it has been rent 
asunder by the rival loyalties of warring sub-groups. This is as 
close as the poet gets in the poem to a solution to the issues 
raised by his race's history. 

After confession comes solace and a gathering sense of sere
nity. The remaining sections of the poem possess a markedly 
lower emotional voltage; it is as if, faced with the reality of his 
people's failure, in which he is necessarily involved both as vic
tim and participant, the poet has learned a humility which helps 
him to endure even the further failure of his personal question. 
Since, on visiting the compound of his symbolic mother to as
certain the whereabouts of his navel string, which by Afro
Caribbean custom will have been buried close to a tree in the 
village of his birth, his spade unearths no echoes:' 

But my spade's hope, 
shattering stone, 
receives dumbness back 

for its echo. 
Beginnings end here 
in this ghetto. 

The word 'ghetto' is reminiscent of the New World rather than 
of Africa: the realization is already dawning that, having reached 
the uttermost point of his journey, the inevitable route now lies 
back to his starting point. He has burnt out the fury of his 'anger 
of roads' ('Sunsum', VI, I, 74). He has learnt little from his pil
grimage except his own insufficiency, and the futility of a pure• 
ly private attempt to redeem history. He can revive neither the 
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skill of the drum-maker nor the carver of stools, since 'the ter
mites' dark teeth, three/hundred years working,/ have patiently 
ruined my art'. He must reserve his attention for what alone is 
enduring, the people's spiritual inheritance, the gods of Africa 
many of whom have survived the Middle Passage into the New 
World. Thus, in the ultimate section, it is to Nana Tano he 
turns, Onyame the sky god's favourite son, god of the river 
Tano, whose waters alone can bless him. God of the Earth too, 
His blessing will send him away stronger for a connection with 
the ancestral land. According to Rattray, in his great anthro
pological work on Ashanti, 'the great abosom or god of all 
Ashanti is the Tano river, from which are derived countless 
of "his children" as lesser abosom, and that he, i.e. Tano, is 
considered the ''son of the supreme God" '. With Onyame 
he is held to share much of the responsibility for creation, 
and it is for his creative, healing powers that the poet longs 
as he lays his own sense of failure at the god 's shrine, candidly 
admitting his need to learn. Thus, having arrived in a fit of 
tortured indignation, the poet departs with a truer sense of 
himself as a novice. Though he may have come to the utmost 
limit of his physical wanderings, in the art of tribulation and 
self-knowledge he is still a beginner, and when, at the very 
end of the poem, he makes one last supplication to Asase Yaa, 
the earth goddess, a complementary figure to Tano represent~ 
ing the balancing female principle, he phrases his invocation 
in the language of the drummees apprentice he had earlier 
used at the very beginning of the poem before setting out. 
The wheel has turned full circle, because the poet, in recogniz
ing his spiritual needs, has reached a new beginning. 

The Poet's Craft 

Throughout Masks, poetry is seen as being an analogous art to 
drumn1ing. The relevance of this is obvious - not only is rhythm 
an important element in both occupations, and one which Brath
waite exploits to the full, but also, in Akan cultures, music. 
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and language are much more closely bound up than they are in 
the West, the spoken language itself being tonal and hence cap• 
able of literal transmutation into sounds imitable by the drum, 
Hence in the second section, 'The Making of the Drum', the poet 
is seen as fabricating the tools which he, too, needs before he 
can begin to describe his own journey in verse. Not only does 
he shape his instrument, however; he also proceeds to use it in 
a way which recalls the drummer's complementary skill. The 
Atumpan, for instance, is a double-barrelled drum used on cere
monial occasions, possessing two differently pitched skins, and 
hence capable of transmitting two tones, one high one low, 
which are heard as high and low tonal elements in the structure 
of the Ashanti language. At the beginning of the poem 'Atum• 
pan' the poet/drummer is heard tuning up: 'Kon kon kon kon' 
for the low tone; 'kun kun kun kun' for the high tone. He then 
strikes out his message, which is itself an appeal to Tweneboa 
Akore, the spirit of the cedar tree, from which the wood for 
the barrel of the drum is selected, to help the apprentice as he 
learns his craft. The poem appears in both Ashanti and in trans• 
lation, and the effect is as close as we get in the poem to an 
actual experience of the vernacular language and its musical 
expression. Elsewhere the poet has to proceed less directly, for 
instance in the third subsection of 'The Making of the Drum', 
where the light texture of the curved sticks used by the 
drummer is suggested by the movement of the verse, and in 
particular by the brittle vowel sounds, many of them short i-s: 

There is a quick 
stick grows in the for
est, blossoms twice year
ly without leaves; 
bare white branches 
crack like light-
ning in the harm-
attan. 

Here we are far enough away from the Ashanti language itself: 
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this method of evocation, however, shares one important ele
ment with it, the quality and technique of assonance. Brath
waite is perhaps more dependent on this device in Masks than 
elsewhere in the trilogy, since in Rights of Passage, for instance, 
he is using the rhythms of Caribbean and New World music and 
speech which are familiar to him as part of his immediate in• 
heritance: in Masks, where, with the exception of his imitation 
of the adowa dance in III, II, the aural qualities of the culture are 
for the most part experienced as alien, he has to fall back on 
assonance, that is the repetitive use of key sounds, to structure 
his verse. 'Assonance' is a wide-ranging term, but it is here 
appropriate, since, with limited exceptions, Brathwaite, who 
is technically writing in free verse, refrains from a use of rhyme 
schemes proper. But rhyme is only a very specialized kind of 
assonance, and it is to its other manifestations, onomatopoeia, 
alliteration and a delicate, unobtrusive internal rhyming, that the 
poet has recourse here. 'Kumasi' (V, II) is a good example: 

the morn-
ing sun of 
seven hills 
greets you best, 

knows you blessed, 
To the West 
Denkyira dreams, 
south the Akyems 

seek their rest. 
Asante Kotoko 
Asante Kotoko 
The drum grows 

in the moon-
light, the por{;upine 
knows what is best; 
Denkyira rests. 

At first sight, it looks as if the predominant structural element 
here is the unmistakable use of end rhymes, 'rest' rhyming with 
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'blessed', which in turn rhymes with 'best' and 'West'. It is al• 
most as if the poet is regretting his abstinence from strict rhym• 
ing in the rest of the poem, and is here trying to smuggle it in 
under the stylistic carpet. But on closer inspection these rhymes 
only represent a regimented use of sound elements present else
where in the lines: the 'e' sounds also there in 'seven' 'seek', 
and in the two place names 'Akyem' pronounced a-chem, and 
Denkyira (den-chir-a); also in 'Asante'. In fact, the more one 
looks at these lines, the more one becomes convinced that what 
Brathwaite has done is to pick out the short 'e' sounds so 
characteristic of many Akan place names, and to turn them 
into a formal element in the verse, indulging in an occasional, 
but nowhere exactly systematic, deployment of them as end 
rhymes, but elsewhere trailing them throughout the length of 
this section as ritualized material for repetition. They recur 
with especial force right at the end of the section as in the inter• 
nally rhymed, fragmented line (led with rain; the west', so that 
by the very last line, the whole forward impetus of the writing 
comes to a place of repose on the words 'Denkyira rests'. 

There is one other characteristic of the segment quoted which 
is a stylistic feature of Masks as a whole. This is the deliberate 
elision not only of sentences, but even of single words. For in
stance the delayed half-rhyme on 'morn-/ing' and 'moon-/light' 
here is achieved by a fragmentation of each word so that it 
straddles the line division. This device is not consistently used 
throughout the poem as a whole, but it crops up with great 
frequency in certain sections. The question must be asked as 
to whether this technique is just a hallmark of Brathwaite's 
writing which threatens at times to become an irritating man
nerism, or whether in fact it is being systematically employed 
to some identifiable purpose. Roughly, it appears to have two 
distinct effects. Firstly it slips each of the words so treated into 
their constituent sound elements, so stressing assonant elements 
which otherwise might pass unnoticed. The achievement of half• 
rhyme, here as elsewhere, is one aspect of thi's ( e.g. in the 
'Prelude' : 'this/white plaque/ of heaven,/ this leaven- /ing heat/ 
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of the seven/ kingdoms). Secondly it has the eloquent effect 
of delaying the articulation of the end of the word, so as to 
leave it suspended in time for a fraction of a second. The result 
is a hypnotic rhythmic tension reminiscent of syncopation in 
Jazz and its African progenitors. 

Take a close look, for example, at the poem 'Adowa' (III, II). 
Adowa is a traditional Akan dance which has a double function, 
as a mournful threnody on the occasion of funerals, or, alter• 
natively, as a celebratory expression of rejoicing at weddings 
and the like. In either case the actual movements of the dance, 
which are normally performed, like most Akan (as opposed to, 
say, Yoruba) dances, in formation, are characterized by haunting 
hand and hip patterns which mesmerize the audience into a 
participation in the mood of the accompanying music. In this 
case, it is evidently the slower version which Brathwaite has in 
mind, as he evokes the painful, tentative exploration of the new 
forest environment by the migrant Ghanaians. Hence, we have: 

But slow-
ly our daring un
curls the mute 
fear;hands 
whisper and twist 
into move-
ment; butt-
ocks shift 
stones of inertia; 
rhythms a-
rise in the darkness; 
we dance 

The relevance of the first word 1slow-/ly' does not have to be 
stressed, nor does the meticulously placed pause in the middle 
of it, causing the voice to dwell and linger on the word in such 
a way as to set the halting pace for the rest of the stanza. The 
effect is rather that of a pause mark . . in conventional musi
cal notation - certainly it acts as a metronome mark for the 
remainder of the poem. For, throughout it, not only do we 
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feel the immense difficulty with which the people grope their 
way forward against the resistance of unexplored vegetation: 
we can actually see their hands as they weave 'into the shift 
of the darkness' (Ill, II, 2,8): a lovely movement which natu
rally becomes one with the patterns of the dance itself. Thus 
the title of the poem justifies itself as the verse becomes a 
satisfying thematic, visual and kinetic whole. 

Drum language and the dance ( which, of course, are connect• 
ed) are not, however, the only traditional African elements 
which Brathwaite employs in Masks. He also makes substantial 
use of invocation and the related liturgy of libation. Signifi
cantly, these elements occur at the very beginning and the 
very end of the poem, that is on arrival and at departure. In 
each case the objects of the invocation are Asase Yaa, the 
Ashanti Earth Goddess, and the god Tano, who, as we have 
seen, is also associated with the earth and creativity. Both 
spirits have a itrong connection with the validation of an agri
cultural culture: hence the analogy employed to structure the 
outer limits of the poem as a whole is that of the seasonal 
rhythms associated with an agrarian economy. In 'Prelude' 
we find ourselves at the very beginning of the agricultural 
year, after harvest, when it is time for the planting of seeds 
and hence of invocation for their fruitful tending throughout 
the hazards of the sun and rains. We imagine ourselves within 
Asase Yaa's shrine, as the poet/drummer/farmer offers up the 
fruits of his labour hoping to save. the goddess's favour: 
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take the blood of the fowl 
dri_nk 
take the eto, mashed plantain, 
that ms, women have cooked 
eat 
and be happy 
drink 
may you rest 
for the year has come round 
again. 

Having ascertained the good offices of both god and goddess, 
the path is clear, and the poet may proceed symbolically with 
the construction, in the next section, of his chosen instrument, 
the atumpan drum. 

At the end of the poem, when the poetic persona has harvest
ed the fruits of self-knowledge, he revisits the shrine to give his 
thanks and to ask for protection on the return journey which 
has now become necessary. At this point Brathwaite manages 
to knit together beautifully various indigenous strands in the 
poem, so as to reiterate the various analogies and techniques 
which he has adopted. The poem 'Tano' begins with a renewed 
imitation of drum language in a fragment which distils the 
Akan mourning lament, thus bringing together the musical 
and funereal elements in the structure already noticed. Inter, 
spersed between repetitions of this refrain, we have the beauti
fully simple lines in which the poet acknowledges both his 
deep sense of loss and his candid ad.mission of personal failure: 

I am an orphan 
and when I recall the death 
of my father 

water from eyes 
from my eyes 
falls upon me 

He then turns his attention directly to Tano, whom he has 
clearly adopted as some sort of personal deity according to 
honoured African custom, and asks for h is protection on his 
return to the New World. This is not only the climax of the 
thematic development of the poem, but also its moment of 
greatest honesty, since it is here that the poet can at last 
bring himself to ask the question as to the extent to which 
he has let down the other members of his own race, rather 
than the other way round. In so doing he finds that he can 
eventually forgive himself, and, in so doing, bestow a final 
blessing on his ancestors in whose distinguished providence 
he is intimately involved: 
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How have I failed 
who only tried to dare 

the ships; slow journey's whips; 
who speaks to me of error? 

Hence at his departure, he proceeds through a fresh re-
enactment of the adowa dance already w:itnessed, but this 
time employed in its full funereal sense in order to endorse 
the sentiment of parental deprivation, until, on reaching 
again the shrine of Asase Yaa, the goddess whom he approach
ed at the very beginning of the poem, he swings once again 
into the language of the apprentice drummer as he places 
once more his humble supplication: 

I am learning 
let me succeed. 

Lyric and Dialogue 

Despite his reliance on various vernacular elements in the con
struction of Masks, the poet is finally unable to sink his person
ality into the corporate identity of the culture he has encoun
tered. In the last resort he is condemned to remain outside 
these traditions, requesting sustenance from 'this history I 
borrowed' (VI, I), but forced to acknowledge his impotence. 
He can thus only rely on such factors as drum language and 
invocation ritual to a certain extent: beyond that he is trapped 
in bis own personal voice as he records his vain attempts to 
lose himself into a cultural heritage which ultimately is forced 
to reject him. 

For much of the poem, then, and especially in those sections 
of it in which he records his personal quest, Brathwaite is obliged 
to express himself in terms which derive from the occidental 
literary tradition, in other words to resort to the lyrical expres
sion of a purely private experience. This is most noticeable to
wards the middle of the poem when, on the poet's arrival, he 
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is attempting to make the cultural connection with the utmost 
urgency. The frustration he suffer:s in this regard causes him to 
erupt in strains which evoke a solipsistic agony: 

So for my hacked 
face, hollowed eyes, 
undrumrning heart, 

make me a black 
mask that dreams
silence, 

reflects no light, 
smiles no pretence, 
hears not my brother's 

language. 
Let me without 
my mother's 

blood, my father's 
holy kra, traverse 
paths where yet 

the new dead 
cannot know that 
time was evil, 

but where dew's 
ears prepare 
for my coming. 

(Korabra, IV, ill) 

The latter part of Masks abounds in such moments, especially 
during the sections 'Bosompra' (V, I), 'Sunsum' (VI, I) and 
'Tano' (VI, II). Indeed, the only means of escape from the poet's 
lonely predicament is either through the sort of cultural borrow
ing we have already noted, or through a sort of half-way house, 
consisting of an imaginary dialogue between t he poet's indivi-
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dual persona on the one hand, and the collective identity of the 
ancestors on the other. The most obvious instance of this is the 
first sub-section of 'The Golden Stool' (V, IV), where the poet, 
on his arrival at Kumasi, questions the assembled chiefs and 
elders of the Ashanti on the -reasons for their weakness in the 
face of alien commercial pressure. Even here, however, in order 
to make the dialogue at all realistic, the poet is forced to shift 
his pose slightly, and to talk, not in the tone of voice he adopt.s 
when he is speaking of his insular sufferings, but in a manner 
which is very close to traditional proverb: 

When the worm's knife cuts 
the throat of a tree, what will happen? 

It will die 

When cancer has eaten the guts 
of a man, what will surely happen? 

He will die 

My people, that is the condition of our country today: 
it is sick at heart, to its bitter clay. 

In the last couple of lines the poet comes close to his conven
tional singular voice; before that, however, his manner of 
address is nearer to that of a country okyeame or linguist 
approaching the company of elders in his official function. 

The other place in Masks where a formal dialogue of this 
kind is related at length is in the section 'Volta' (II, VI), which 
takes place shortly after the people have embarked on their 
long journey South. Here the person addressed is the chief in 
charge of the march, and the interlocutor seemingly either a 
senior elder, or perhaps the linguist himself. The object of 
employing this dialogue at this stage when the poet himself, 
who has not yet arrived on the scene, cannot be a party to 
it, is presumably to suggest the inner dissensions which rent 
the people even at their setting out. The speaker, Munia, be
longs to the party which is all for settling down at the first 
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opportunity which offers so as to re-establish the old 
patterns of social life. The 'lord', however, has a dream of 
'a place where the water / boils white at/ its whispering/ 
edges. ' It is this vision of the sea which drives the ancestors 
further on to the extreme South until, in the Gulf of Guinea 
they finally meet their fate. As he expounds his vision the ' 
chief's !oi~e takes on.something of the imaginary inte~sity 
we notice m the poet s own later pronouncements. It is the 
one point in the poem where Brathwaite, in describing the 
adventures of the ancestors, retreats from the plural voice. 

Otherwise, Masks can be seen to represent a remarkable feat 
of balance between a clamour of contesting voices, some inner, 
some outer, some urgently present, some resurrected from a 
remote past, each seeking to define some facet of the Afro
Caribbean legacy. That Brathwaite manages to control this 
whole process, while himself being party to the drama is a 
tribute to his skill, courage and imaginative vigour. Th~ scheme 
o~ Masks, itself the apex of the great arch of the Arrivants 
trilogy, has both an inevitable sweep and a meticulous archi
tecture w~ich recommend it to any student of contemporary 
p~etry. Without retreating into obsolete expedients, it con
trives_ to face what is in fact the most crucial difficulty con
frontmg poets at the present time: the fabrication of a poetic 
language which, while taking advantage of all the liberties 
offered by the 'free verse' technique, yet manages to sustain 
a conv~cing and versatile formal arrangement which, at the 
same time, exploits the intrinsic resources of a language shared 
by many who are not themselves poets. 

Brathwaite on language and culture in Africa and the Caribbean 

I'm trying to outline an alternative to the English Romantic/ 
Victorian cultural tradition which still operates among and on 
us~ despite the 'colonial' breakthrough already achieved by 
Ehot, Pound, and Joyce: and despite the presence among us of 
a folk tradition which in itself, it seems to me, is the basis of 
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an alternative. • . . The alternative tradition in belly-centred: in 
the beat, the drum, the apparent bawdy .... And behind this 
whole revolt, this assertion of an alternative, there lies the deep 
rhythmical and formal influence of Africa. 

('Jazz and the West Indian Novel' Il, from Bim, No 45, 
July-December, 1967.) 

It was in language that the slave was perhaps most succe~fully 
imprisoned by his master, and it was in _hi~ (mis·) use o~ 1~ that 
he perhaps most effectively rebelled. W1thm a folk trad1t1on, 
language was (and is) a creative act in itself. The word was held 
to contain a secret power. 

(The Development of Creole Society in Jamaica, 1971, p. 237.) 

Music and dance though recreational, was functional as well. 
Slaves, as in Af ri~a, danced and sang at work, at play, at wor• 
ship, from fear, from sorrow, from j~y .. Here was_ the char• 
acteristic form of their social and artistic expression. It was 
secular and religious. There was no real distinction between 
these worlds in a way that a post-Renaissance European was 
likely to understand. 

ibid. p. 220.) 

The dichotomy is still there. It is a permanent part of our heri• 
tage. It comes, in a way, as an almost physical inheritance from 
Africa, where in nature, drought and lushness, the flower and 
the desert lie side by side. It is a spiritual inheritance from 
slavery and the long story before that of the migrant African 
moving from the lower Nile across the desert to the Western 
ocean only to meet the Portuguese and a History th~t was _to 
mean the middle passage, America, and a rootless s01ourn m 
the Caribbean sea. This dichotomy expresses itself in the West 
Indian through a certain psychic tension, an excitability, a 
definite feeling of having no past, of not really belonging: 
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and finds relief in laughter and (more seriously) in move• 
ment - dance, cricket, carnival, emigration. 

('Roots' from Bz"m, No 37, July -December, 1963.) 

Without concern for the individual; without some statement of 
his position in society and the moral considerations that go with 
this; without some attempt to establish the identity of man in 
an alien world, and to explore the nature of his destiny in an 
ever-expanding universe, it is difficult to see how a writer's 
work can have any real communication with other individuals. 
And without communication, there can be no communion with; 
which is the essence of any religious feeling. It seems to me 
that all great works of art derive their greatness from this 
communion with; all true works of art are in this sense reli
gious. 

('The Controversial Tree of Time' from Bim, No 30, 
January -June, 1960.) 

Some critics and commentators 

Brathwaite ... seems not only thoroughly in line with the 
thinking of the contemporary Caribbean, but also with current 
communication. Just as pop art breaks down the barriers bet
ween art and life, and the participating happening of theatre 
bridges the gap between actor and audience, so with poetry 
now. The poet reading, reciting, extemporizing words to a 
responsive audience is - on both sides of the Atlantic - truly 
popular. 

(Anne Walmsley, 'Dimensions of Song' from Bim, No 51, 
July - December, 1970.) 

Too much is claimed for Masks. 'This is the first time, so far as 
we know, that a West Indian has come so intimately to terms 
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with his African heritage.' I wonder. The statement seems to 
confuse intimate knowledge with the business of coming to 
terms. Not that I have any quarrel with the basic attitudes 
which Brathwaite adopts, as a West Indian, towards Africa. 
But I should have thought that those attitudes, and the ideas 
that go with them, would be natural to any reasonable West 
Indian, even if he did not possess one tenth Nyankopong and 
Twi and the Golden Stool, and all the rest of it. 

(Review of Masks by Edward Baugh in Bim, No 4 71 

(July - December, 1968.) 

It is fitting that Brathwaite should have worked particular 
African rhythms into this poem about Africa; and to hear, for 
instance, the section entitled 'Atumpan' read to the precise 
beat of the 'talking drum' would no doubt be a pleasing 'extra'. 
But it is claiming too much to say that 'the shape an.d dir~ction 
of the poem is controlled by its rhythmic effects'. Such a state
ment tries to make the author's knowledge of particular African 
rhythms more central than it is to the meaning of the poem. 

(Baugh, ibid.) 

. • . the movement of the poem is never arrested, but flows un
broken into a new migration across the ocean into the continent 
of bondage and exile. The hurrying movement of the verse itself, 
with its breathless lines and densely-packed assonances, perfectly 
contains the urgent quality, driven but aimless, which Brathwaite 
imparts to the journey that has carried negroes to every corner 
of the world to labour in the enterprises of other men. 

(Gerald Moore, The Chosen Tongue, 1969, p. 126.) 

Brathwaite in the classroom 

It is not for the critic to usurp the function of the teacher by 
directing him as to how to approach a particular text. However, 
it is useful to remember that Brathwaite himself teaches pro-
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fessionally, has written much criticism, and is far from unr 
sympathetic, as some authors are, to the teaching and critical 
assessment of litei:ature. The following brief list of questions 
may suggest areas the teacher might find it fruitful to explore 
in classroom discussion when dealing with Masks. 

1 Is the poem wilfully obscure? Is its difficulty likely to 
alienate the very audience for which it might have been intend
ed, that is the average man or woman of Caribbean origin? 

2 Does its fragmentation into sections help, or does it merely 
encumber the poem's flow? 

3 Some of the lines are very short. Is this an irritating device, 
or does it contribute in some way to the effect of the writing? 

4 Is Masks more exciting when read aloud? 

5 The poem has both public and private themes. An example 
of the first is the migration of the African ancestors; the second 
is largely concerned with the poet's individual quest. Do these 
two different concerns marry well? 

6 The poem ends on a note of relative failure. Should Brath
waite have rounded it off with a more affirmative tone or state
ment? 

7 Is this political literature? If so, in what sense? 

8 Does the 'music' of the poem come across, or is it simply 
laced with musical references so as to make it seem more 
authentic? 

9 Is this the way that Caribbean poets ought to be writing? 

10 One of the major preoccupations in Masks is the idea of 
a personal search or quest. It is a theme which constantly re
curs throughout world literature, from the ancient Babylonian 
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Epic of Gilgamesh through to Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress. 
How many other examples can you name? 

11 Much of the Arrivants trilogy concerns the historical trans
plantation of the African peoples throughout the globe during 
what has come to be known as the black diaspora. The authors 
of the Old Testament dealt with the migration of the Jewish 
people during comparable circumstances. Can you think of 
any other works, either fictional or documentary, which supply 
an account of a similar event? 
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Figueroa. Recorded by Caedmon. TC 1379. 

Poetry International, directed by Ted Hughes and Patrick 
Garland, ed. Peter Orr. Recorded by .Argo, 1969. MPR 262/3. 

-includes 'Ancestors' from Islands. 
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The Poet Speaks, Vol. 10, ed. Peter Orr. Recorded by Argo in 
association with the British Council, London, 1968. PLP 1090. 

- includes 'The Making of the Drum' from Masks. 

Interviews: 

Edward Brathwaite talks to Peter Orr. British Council Tape No. 
1245. 20 mins. Recorded 1967. 

Edward Brathwaite in conversation with Yolande Cantu. British 
Council Tape No. ICWl (Interviews with Commonwealth 
Writers series). Recorded 1980. 

- Edward Brathwaite talks about his early life and literary back
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Audio-visual materials 

Africacult. TV programme based on the culture of the Ashanti 
people of Ghana. Press and Audio-visual Information Division, 
UNESCO, Paris 

- available in English, French, Spanish and Russian language 
versions. 
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